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Purpose: Lately Ultrasound wound treatment devices has been 
shown grate results in hospitals, clinics; wound care centers 
and doctors’ offices. Among these devices Qoustic Wound 
Therapy System from Arobella Medical, LLC. successfully being 
used in Medical practice. The purpose of this presentation is 
to demonstrate advantages of QWTS on models IN VITRO with 
safety and high efficacy in Wound Management.

Methods: For wound treatment purposes, the patented low 
frequency QWTS as an ultrasound wound treatment device 
have been used in US and internationally. Intention of this 
workshop to show role and advantages of patented sharp 
cutting edge of device in precise and selective fragmentation 
and volume removal of unwanted tissues on piece of fresh 
meat and oranges. Contact and non-contact wound treatment 
modalities with and whit out of acoustic cavitation will be 
demonstrated as well. Difference of qurretes and design, 
parameters of ultrasound waves in treatment process will be 
shown to attendees.

Results: Contact and non-contact wound treatment modalities 
with and whit out of acoustic cavitation will be demonstrated 

as well. Difference of qurretes and design, parameters of 
ultrasound waves in treatment process will be shown to 
attendees.

Discussion/Conclusion: Arobella Medical’s QWTS as an 
Ultrasound wound treatment device and method recommended 
for use in treatment of all types of wounds; depending on size, 
depth, infection, treatment time and other conditions will be 
discussed.
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